
Technos International Week 

Technos International Week is an event organized by Technos International College of Japan. Its 

goal is to promote international exchange and understanding between the international guests and 

the members of the host institution, as well as to offer the guest group the opportunity to 

experience and appreciate Japanese life and culture. Trinity College is one of 10 colleges and 

universities from around the world to participate. 

  

The costs of domestic transportation, accommodation, and group meals in Japan will be covered 

by the Tanaka Ikueikai Educational Trust. International travel expenses and other associated 

costs such as travel insurance, taxes, and fees outside Japan will be paid by Trinity College. 

   

Trinity faculty or administrators with full-time appointments on a continuing basis, who have a 

genuine interest in Japan but are not Japan specialists, and who have had little or no previous 

exposure to Japan, are eligible to apply. Our goal for this opportunity is to help promote and 

enrich the presence of Japanese studies at Trinity College, particularly in regard to awareness of 

Japanese culture and society among the student body. It is expected that the successful applicant 

will enhance the presence of Japanese studies at Trinity in a way meaningful in his/her own areas 

of expertise in the year following the trip, through some form of presentation to the college 

community. In the past, the trip experiences resulted in a photo exhibit, a public lecture, and 

inclusion of Japan-related materials in a course, all focusing on some aspect of Japanese society 

and culture. There may be many other creative ways in which the goal can be met. There is no 

official form of application. In your letter of application, please outline your interest in this 

opportunity and then describe in detail how you envision achieving your goal and benefiting the 

Trinity community in general. 

APPLICATION 

There is no official form of application.  In a letter, please outline your interest in this 

opportunity and describe in detail how you envision acheiving the goal of this opportunity, and 

how your participation will benefit the Japanese Program and the Trinity College community in 

general.  Send your letter of application by January 20, 2020: 

Jeffrey.Bayliss@trincoll.edu  
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